“Watching mommy
go to work for
nothing also hurts
their self-value.
This is time I am
spending away
from my family, and
it is for a pittance.
How is that worth
it?”!—!Jessica

Jessica’s Story
For Jessica Alford of Sooke, BC, working at minimum wage means her three children will spend their
entire childhood living below the poverty line.
Jessica was herself raised in poverty, one of three daughters brought up by a single dad. “Food was
always at a minimum. Security was a luxury to us,” she explains. Jessica completed some engineering
and science studies at college, but left when she had her first son. Now, with Mason, 9, Maria, 5, and
Morganna, 14 months, daily life is tough, with Jessica working part-time at $10.45 an hour without benefits to make ends meet.
Not long after they had their first child, her husband developed paralysis and fibromyalgia. When he
could not work or keep a job due to his condition, he accessed monthly disability income assistance.
Their situation is precarious. Rent and hydro consumes the majority of their total income, and counting
meals is a necessity. Limited funds for any kind of transportation curtails their mobility, and her sons
miss important extracurricular bonding time. Since they can’t afford birthday presents, they don’t attend
other chlidren’s birthday parties.
Adding insult to injury, when Jessica went on maternity leave after the birth of Morganna, the BC government clawed back their earned maternity and parental benefits from her husband’s disability cheque.
Now that she is back at work again, Jessica is frustrated by the treadmill of minimum wage. With minimum wage at a mere $10.45 an hour, she would have to work “two full-time jobs” to make a living wage,
which is impossible. Even though she is working hard, her minimum wage job will do nothing to lift them
out of poverty.
Jessica worries about the impact of her low-wage work on her children’s self-esteem. “Watching mommy
go to work for nothing also hurts their self-value. This is time I am spending away from my family, and it
is for a pittance. How is that worth it?”
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